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one week from today an interesting alignment takes place… also at 
a time of a lunar eclipse… a hiding and then a revealing, a light and
then a dark. the harmonic concordance is the alignment of the 
planets into the STAR OF DAVID.  it is created by two equilateral 
triangles overlapped onto each other. 

it is also the symbol of the MERKABAH. but, what it really is, and 
what your MERKABAH really is… we are often so amused at 
humans who do all this spinning of the MERKABAHS. (some 
laughter) you are digging yourself in deeper and deeper. you don’t 
understand the very simple nature of the symbol and of your own 
MERKABAH. 

two equilateral triangles, one on top of the other to create the STAR
OF DAVID… they represent the essence of duality.

one points upwards. one points down… up and down. one triangle 
is the male energy. it is the phallic energy… the out-going energy… 
the action energy… 

the other. the inverse is the feminine. it is the grounded energy and 
the nurturing energy. it is the vessel. yes, it is the vessel. it is the 
chalice, as so many of you have been reading about (referring to 
the current novel entitled “the da vince code,” author dan brown). 

these two energies overlap – male and female. they are up and 
down. they are also representative of – what you would say – light 
and dark, good and bad. and, they are representative of divine and 
human. 



they have been separated. don’t you see? they have been 
separated for a long, long time. the core energy of separation is the
male and female energies, the adam and the eve. ever since you left
home, you see – ever since you began exploring self – you divided 
yourself. you do it now in physical form, male and female. there is a
masculine and a feminine energy, a yin and a yang. 

that is all the STAR OF DAVID … separated, pulled apart (like a 
diamond split in half). 
what happens when these two are brought back into alignment 
together? instead of six points, there are four.   

dear friends, stop spinning these merkatic energies in opposite 
directions. what is going on with this? do you think you are going 
to be more powerful or smarter? you are only intensifying the 
energies of duality. for a moment it may feel good. it is not 
something that came from us – to spin these energies. we have to 
slap our heads. we have to slap our heads when we see you doing 
this.

the energies were meant to be brought together. and, in seven days
from now (november 8 2003) is the time. it is the potential for this to
start, for these two equilateral triangles to come back together.


